STEP 1 - Interest Group

Characterize your image’s
intended interest group.
While deciding your intended interest group,
center around who precisely you are at-

It’s conceivable that you have more than one

goal what’s more, message to meet their

This is normal, what’s more, you can play out

tempting to reach. You’ll tailor your main

sort of purchaser in your target crowd.

careful needs.

the equivalent exercise to decide every one.

The key is to get explicit, by making sense of
nitty gritty practices and way of life of your
purchasers.

An upper hand when marking your business
might be to limit your crowd to a special-

Rehash the way toward asking the inquiries
concerning every persona. Simply don’t fall
into the snare of saying: “I’ll target any individual who will possibly purchase my items or
services!”

ty. This can enable your image to message
goes over completely clear.

Do you have a current customer base? If Yes,
1. WHY DO YOUR CUSTOMERS BUY FROM YOU?

2. WHICH CUSTOMERS PURCHASE THE MOST?

3. WHAT IS YOUR LEAD PRODUCT OR SERVICE?

STEP 1 - Interest Group

Decide the accompanying variables
about your customer:
AGE

LOCATION

GENDER

INCOME LEVEL

EDUCATION LEVEL

MARITAL STATUS

OCCUPATION

ETHNIC BACKGROUND

PERSONALITY

ATTITUDES

VALUES

INTERESTS

How does your item or administration fit into your objective client’s way of life?

How and when will your objective client utilize the item or administration?

What highlights are generally speaking to your objective client?

What media does your client go to for data? (Example: newspaper, blogs or online, events)

STEP 2 - Brand Mission

Characterize your image
statement of purpose.
Before you can manufacture a brand that

Here are some inspirational examples:

what esteem your business gives.

customers through its innovative hardware,

your crowd trusts, you have to recognize

Start little with your marking, and make sure
to center on your objective specialty crowd
first. Keep it short, simple as your grand-

mother can understand immediatelly.
Art a reasonable and succinct articulation

of what your organization is generally ener-

getic about. The mission proclamation ought
to characterize a reason for existing.

“to bringing the best user experience to its
software, and services.”
-Apple
”Accelerate the world’s transition to
sustainable energy. ”
-Tesla
“Save people money so they can live better”
Walmart

Best way of thinking is, doing it. So:
Utilize this space to brainstorm words and thoughts for your brand mission statement.

Compose your formalized image statement of purpose here:

STEP 3 - Competitor Research

Research marks inside your niche.
A principle objective when marking your

Is the contender steady with their message

It can persuade a client to buy from you

nels?

business is to separate from the challenge.
over them.

what’s more, visual personality across chan-

What is the nature of the contender’s items

Make a visual table to see likenesses and

or on the other hand benefits?

other. You can utilize a spreadsheet (Google

Does the contender have client audits

contrasts of the challenge, next to each

Sheets, Excel), a notebook, or the layout on
the following page.

you can peruse, or social notices about them?
In what ways does the contender showcase
their business, both on the web and disconnected?

Start by choosing a few competitors,
COMPETITOR 01

COMPETITOR 02

COMPETITOR 03

COMPETITOR 04

Aside from this branding-related research, you can also deep dive into other areas of competitive research such as social media engagement, content publishing, SEO, lead generation.

STEP 4 - Brand Positioning
COMPETITOR

MESSAGE & VISUALS

PRODUCTS OR SERVICES

REVIEW & MENTIONS

MARKETING EFFORTS

What is the undiscovered but desirable areas
What is the common values that your competitors are paying attention on

Where you can position your brand as out of competition (Price, value, message, target)

Before you make you final decision on your brand position. I recomend you to read
“Blue Ocean Strategy” by Kim W. Chan.

STEP 5 - Brand Promise

Layout characteristics and
advantages of your image.
What are you offering, that nobody else is

Examples:

acteristics and advantages that make your

- Authentic and straightforward

advertising? Concentrate on the key char-

organization marking special. Note that

isn’t only a clothing list of the highlights

your item or administrations offer to the

client or customer. Consider how you offer

some benefit that improves shoppers’ lives
(results or results that are experienced by
them).

client assistance.
- A superior method to help efficiency.
- Reducing costs with a more
reasonable alternative.
- Saving time on every day errands.

You CAN utilize your arrangement of high-

lights to at that point distinguish characteristics and advantages got from each component.

FEATURE

FEATURE

FEATURE

QUALITY

BENEFIT 2

BENEFIT 2

STEP 6 - Naming, Logo and Identity

Brand identity has a very important
role on your brands destiny
At the point when you consider building a brand,

visuals presumably strike a chord first. This progression might be where you

presumably need assistance with execution.
Be happy to contribute the time and cash by hav-

ing something uncommon made to fortify the visual
personality of your image.

Contract an expert designer or innovative branding studio with marking and
personality configuration experience.
A professional brand designer will
guarantee that you get one of a kind
and immortal imprint for your business.

Your logo will show up on everything that identifies

They can likewise create brand rules for

ality, distinguishing mark, and the visual acknowl-

print works and even your advertisings.

with your business. It will end up being your person-

consistency in future use of the logo,

edgment of your guarantee.

Share the following insights with your designer
What colors could be related with your brand and which colors to avoid

How would you describe your brand if it would be a person?

Which three words would describe best of your brand?

Is there any symbols that could be related with your brand.

STEP 7 - Brand’s Voice

Tone of voice can be more important
than the message itself
Your voice is reliant on your organization crucial,

crowd, and industry. It’s the means by which you
speak with your employers, clients, and how they
react to you.

At last, you need to find your brand’s voice that

bodes well and reverberates with your intended

interest group. On the off chance that you are utilizing the right voice, you have the most grounded

It is good to keep that in mind;: there is
wto types of brands. First firends, and
consultants. So, decide who you are...
● Professional
● Friendly
● Service-arranged
● Authoritative

possibility of CONNECTING with customers.

● Technical

Fill in these spaces and afterward notice the tone

● Conversational

you have utilized. Is it amusing? Insightful? Mocking?

● Promotional
● Informative
...It is your brand so, be you...

Fill the blank areas and share those insights
with your branding strategiest
I want my brand to make people feel
makes me feel this same way
I want people to

when they come into contact with my brand.

Three words that describe my brand are
I want to mimic the brand voice of
I dislike brands that sound
Interacting with my customers/clients makes me feel

STEP 8 - Brand Message

Give people a good reason to listen
you and ask for your business card
At the point when brand building, tell clients briefly who you are. Utilize the business voice you have
picked. Your message ought to be unpredictably

connected with your brand, and passed on in a couple of sentences.

This piece of the brand improvement process goes
past your business logo or slogan to characterize

key parts of what your identity is, the thing that you
offer, and why individuals should mind.

A brand message is a chance to convey on a human
level, making a direct passionate association with
your shoppers. Here’s the place you take all that

you have done in the past six stages and integrate
everything together.

TOMS Shoes has constructed a tremendous social following and overpowering
positive brand recognition.
They plainly characterize their message
on all their site:
“Improving lives. With each item you buy,
TOMS will support a individual out of luck.
One for One.”
The language utilized is comprehended
quickly while striking an enthusiastic
harmony.

Draft your own brand message in two different
ways in the space below:
Try to describe your brand message in 30 seconds of speaking time
(You are talking with 5 years old child)

Try to describe your brand in a e-mail Subject

(You are sending an email to a extremely busy CEO)

STEP 9 - Brand Personality

Brands are like people, we remember
them with their bests and worsts
There is no right answer for a wrong question. So,
we will start with good questions to find good answers to understand your brands personality.

When you answering the questions,
make sure that you are walking in your
brands shoose not yours. This can cause

In this phase, we will try to know your brands per-

sonality, How he/she likes to do at saturday nights,

which costume she/he would choose at masquerade?

to end it up with a confused brand image.
The bad new here is, people never buy

What she/he also care about except making money.

when they confused. They wants to trust

Where she/he would prefer to work when it comes to

and no one trust to someone who looks

be voluntary.

to serious or too parky.

All those questions tells you the real story behind

Being funny is sweat but being honest is

your brand, Which only people care about.

always best.

Draft your own brand message in two different
ways in the space below:
Which costume would your brand choose in masquerade
I can talk about

effortlessly at a saturday night

If I would found a charity it would be for
My brand is official sponsor of
Friendly

Corporate

Spontaneous

Planning

High Tech

Traditional

Fun

Serious

Try to stay consistent with the results
and answers you end up on this page.

Ths main keywords will define all future
strategies of your brand. After you fill

the form, we recomend you to consid-

er your brands form with our team or
another branding agency to make sure
your brand personality is reflecting a
correct brand image.

STEP 10 - Brand Visibility & Integrations

Consistent brand visibilty across all
platforms from pshycal to digital
Your image ought to be unmistakable and reflected in everything that your client can see, read,
and hear. Check this rundown to guarantee that visuals and informing are predictable all over
the place

Office / Retail Environment

Website

store—your brand should be apparent in the following areas:

the hub for all online marketing efforts. Core elements to include:

If a client walks into your office, or a customer walks into your

Your website is one of the biggest assets in a branding toolbox—it’s

Signage & displays

Strong, prominent call-to-action

Product & packaging

Installation of Google analytics

Interior design

Optimized content for search engines

Business cards

Easy to find contact information

Promotional material

Mobile-friendly design and functionality

Personal interactions

A simple navigation and user experi-

Social Platforms

Resources

logo use, fonts, images, icons and patterns on the visual

efforts...check out this additional content:

Use your brand style guide to create consistency color and
graphics for the following social channels:

Facebook
Google+
Twitter
LinkedIn
Instagram
Pinterest
YouTube

To brush up on your branding and marketing

5 Most Common Website Design Mistakes to Avoid Right Now
How to Set Realistic Social Media Goals
for Business Growt
7 Effective Social Media Best Practices
for Business
How to Build a Successful Blog with the
Right Goals

Download your free templates to edit and print or export for digital platforms
Click here to Download Free Printable Brand Identity Templates

STEP 11 - Remain consistent with your brand

Branding is a journey that never ends.
Here are the following long haul steps
to help your progressing endeavors:
Consistency is key. Unless you decide to

change your brand into something that is

Use your chosen brand voice and for

response.

copy and graphics.

more effective based on measured consumer

Change is the only thing that never change,.
So, be adaptable for upcoming changes and
catching the trends but staying in tune with

main principles. Here is some examples that

every piece of content you create —both

Document all the brand guidelines you
have created here, and distribute internally for reference.

can help you to understand where you should

stay consistent and where you can be flexible
for good purposes.

Flexible Elements of Brand

Adaptation is the key of the successful branding. Please note
those changable areas of your brand for good purposes.

Unchangable Elements

Your website is one of the biggest assets in a branding toolbox—it’s
the hub for all online marketing efforts. Core elements to include:

Brand Color Tones (Small changes)

Your Logo or Logotype

Brand Tagline (Keep Consistent)

Your Brand Name & Domain

Your Advertising Strategies

Your Brand Symbols

Targeted Audiences

Social Media Profile Images

Packaging Designes

Core Values

Website Designs

STEP 12 - Be your brand’s biggest advocate.

No one knows your brand better than you.
Motivate people to talk about your brand.
When you manufacture a brand that works for

Ensure that new hires are a culture fit—

your clients are the best backers to showcase

values of your brand.

your private company, you, your workers and
your image.

It is important to give people a story to tell

their friends. A hook that catch people curiosity and motivate them to talk abvout your
brand an your brand story.

aligning with the mission, vision, and

Encourage employees to establish a personal brand that aligns with your company branding.

Give your loyal customers a voice. Encourage them to post reviews, or share
your content.

Answering those questions will reval the story
How did you decided to start your business?

What is your difference between your competitors?

Where do you see your business after 5 years from now?

What inspired you for your brand name and symbol?

